Abstract. Although IP multicast has been rapidly evolving in the last few years, the current Internet is not fully multicast-enabled because of the lack of robust inter-domain routing and controlling protocols. In this paper, we present an alternative architecture for data distribution on Internet called PSRM that realizes semantic reliable, loose synchronized, multicast data delivery. PSRM is not based on global IP multicast, instead it uses a hybrid way to combine unicast delivery with multicast delivery. In PSRM, IP multicast is used only in local area, or multicast domain, to enhance the performance, and these multicast domains are organized into a spanning tree by TCP connections. As PSRM is based upon ALF protocol architecture, we use application-defined semantics to adapt content in a heterogeneous environment. PSRM have been implemented and demonstrated by a prototype distance learning application.
Introduction
In recent years, distance learning has increasingly become one of the most important applications on Internet and is being discussed and studied by various universities, institutes and companies. Comparing with other forms of distance learning, one more attractive way is to provide live lectures via Internet. Teachers and students, distributed on Internet, can take part in a virtual classroom and hold a lecture. A blackboard is shared among all participants in the virtual classroom on which teaching materials and dynamic annotations can be placed. The information on the blackboard, called "blackboard events", shall be sent to each attendee reliably, orderly and synchronously. This requires a reliable data transmission from a sender to multiple receivers.
A number of reliable multicast protocols have been proposed up-to-now [2] [3] [4] . The basic idea of most of these protocols is to use the IP Multicast infrastructure [1] for routing, and adds additional functionality at end host to support reliability. However, they are fundamentally challenged by the instinct heterogeneity of the Internet. That is, the characteristics of receivers have varied in a large range. Many previous work have addressed this problem [5] [6] , but most of them handle with stream media such as video/audio where loss is bearable to some extent, while seldom consider the scenario in reliable multicast. [7] provides a solution for reliable multicast transcoding, but it works rather as a proxy server for end PDA users and provides no architecture for reliable multicast. In addition, the deployment of IP Multicast over the wide-area is not comprehensively realized. There are two major reasons: one is the lack of robust inter-domain multicast routing and controlling protocols, and the other is the hard address allocation of limited multicast addresses.
In this paper, we introduce our comprehensive work on an alternative architecture that does not rely on a global multicast-enabled network, called pragmatic semantic reliable multicast (PSRM) architecture. In our approach, we take IP Multicast only as a technology that can be available in some local environments (e.g. LAN or small administrative scope) and exploited to improve the performance. We provide a hybrid way that combines unicast and multicast in single distribution architecture. There are three key points in the architecture. Firstly, we limit IP multicast in local area, or multicast domain, and connect each multicast domain by unicast protocols such as TCP. Thus, we can create a multicast session among different domains even if routers between domains are not multicast-enabled. Secondly, we avoid the troublesome session allocation and discovery problem of IP multicast in large scope, and provide a more simple and natural way to naming and locating the sessions (See section 3.1). Finally, transcoding can be performed before forwarding data from one domain to another domain. Thus, it provides a proxy-based way to cope with the heterogeneity problem (See section 3.3).
The remainder of this paper is organized as following. The next section discusses some issues in supporting reliable multicast and presents our design choices. Section 3 presents the PSRM architecture in details. In section 4, we describe the current implementation status on PSRM. Finally, after the discussion of some related work, we summarize this paper.
Issues in Supporting Reliable Multicast
In this section, we discuss two key issues in supporting reliable multicast: the semantics of reliable multicast and the application level framing protocol architecture.
Semantics of Reliable Multicast
Unlike unicast communication, there is no consensus in the semantics of reliable multicast. In different applications, the characteristics of underlying reliable multicast can be classified into three categories: 1) Strict reliability with synchronization. It requires the same data should be sent from source to all receivers and the data reception is loosely synchronized among the receivers. That is, all receivers should get the data almost in same time. 2) Partial reliability with synchronization. In this case, data received by each attendee can have slightly difference. In a heterogeneous session, slow receivers intend to receive smaller data in order to catch up the speed of the whole session, while fast receivers pursue for high quality. 3) Strict reliability with no synchronization. This suits for those applications that can bear long time waiting but are sensitive to data loss, e.g. file distribution.
For live blackboard for distance learning, we have chosen the second reliable semantics. We support only partial reliability, or application-defined semantics reliability (as introduced in [7] ). That is, after transcoding, we shall keep the data information unchanged, but the data itself may be changed to other forms.
Application Level Framing
Up-to-now, researchers in multicast society have a common idea that there is no onefits-all protocol that can optimally serve the needs of all types of multicast applications. Application Level Framing has been proposed to help adapt transportlevel services to the needs of specific application by reflecting applications' semantics into the network protocol. Instead of using packages, ALF-based protocol takes Application Data Units as the fundamental communication units. This is important for PSRM to base itself upon ALF architecture, and leverage the application-defined semantics encapsulated in ADUs to support partial reliability. In the current Internet world, IP Multicast is available only in some local environments like LAN or small scale Intranet with carefully administrated bounders. We take these bounded networks as multicast domains. Our goal is to tunnel the domains with well-understood unicast protocols such as TCP so that "Multicast" 1 can be achieved in a global "dial tone". We take a multicast domain as homogeneous, because in a local network, all clients are likely to bear the similar network conditions. Thus, we consider only the difference between domains and the connections that "tunnel" domains up. In each domain, there is a designated server named rendezvous server. A rendezvous server is a manager of the multicast session. Relying on it, hosts can create, bootstrap, and eliminate sessions.
In this section, we shall detail PSRM architecture. The following subsection describes session control scheme. In subsection 3.2, we detail the data communication model. And in the last subsection, we discuss some issues on transcoding.
Session Control
Addressing and Naming. Each session in PSRM is identified a pair of <domain name: session name>. The domain name is a human-readable name of the multicast domain which the session creator is in. The structure of the domain name is based on the "dotted" notation of the Domain Name System. We organize rendezvous servers into a tree, select an arbitrary server as root, and give each rendezvous server a name consists of several parts joined by the period. We take a multicast domain name as its rendezvous server's name. A session name is any string that the creator assigns to name the session. The session name does not need to be unique in global, but should be unique in the domain. For examples, media.cs.root:mediacourse and security.cs.root:data-encrypt are all legal names to PSRM sessions.
Hosts can create as many PSRM sessions as they like individually without coordination with hosts outside the domain. Session Maintenance. To initialize a session, a host must contact its rendezvous to register a session name 2 . The rendezvous then allocates a multicast address for the session, and report the (address, port) to the creator. After that, the rendezvous creates a data server 3 and assigns the IP of data server to the session name. This data server acts as a core data server in the session. The creator can use the multicast address and the port to contact the data server.
To join a session, a host should know the domain-name:session-name of the session. Firstly, the host sends a request-to-join to the local rendezvous. Then, the rendezvous resolves the session identity and finds the core server. After that, a new data server is created by the rendezvous and connected to the core server with TCP 4 . At last, the host gets a reply from the rendezvous with a local-allocated (address, port) pair that can be used to contact local data server.
A session is closed and, therefore, unregistered, if the core server is shutdown. A core server will be down, if any of the following condition is matched: 1) an authorized request-to-close message is performed. 2) if the core server is found to be alone. That is, no data server or end host is connected to it. 3) if the core server has been idle for a specific long time.
Data Transmission and Recovery
After contacting local data server, any host can send data to the domain and the data sever forwards the data to other multicast domains. The data delivery in PSRM is quite straightforward. When source sends out data to local multicast domain, the data server receives and forwards it along all its TCP links to other data servers. When receiving data from another linked data server, a data server multicast the data to its domain, and forward them to all linked data server other than the incoming one.
Although TCP links between data servers provide link-reliable among domains, data may get lost within a multicast domain. In order to provide local data recovery, every data server should cache all the session data, and reply for any request for lost data from its local hosts 5 .
Application-Defined Transcoding
PSRM is based on ALF protocol architecture. That means content transmitted in PSRM architecture are in the units of application layer frames or ADUs. PSRM data servers can leverage the application-define semantics embedded in the ADUs to perform transcoding while keeping the information that data carry unchanged. The transcoding progress can be performed in two dimensions: in fidelity or in modality, as described in [8] . Data servers can automatically decide the proper transcoding methods according to the dynamic measurements of network links and the predefined configuration. These measurements can be RTT or the throughput of the TCP connection, or other end-toend measurements that can find congestion or detect available bandwidth more precisely. User's interests can also be reflected into transcoding policy by assigning various priorities to different content. The data with higher priority have privilege to allocate bandwidth ahead of the less urgent data.
Implementing PSRM
We have instantiated the PSRM architecture in windows platform and tested it in our lab. networking environment. PSRM has been implemented in two parts: (a) rendezvous server, and (b) data server. Although rendezvous server and data server can run on different machines, in our current implementation, a rendezvous server creates data servers as a separate process in the same machine for simplicity.
The rendezvous server maintains the domain name, propagates, updates and caches the domain name information as DNS servers.
The data server can be depicted as fig 2. The multicast agent is the interface to the multicast domain, while the TCP links agent maintains the TCP connections to other data servers. The monitoring agent monitors the network condition of the TCP link and reports the critical parameters to the control center. According to the monitoring reports and application-specific policy, the transformation agent transforms incoming data to proper form and then forwards the converted data to other data servers. All data received have been cached in each data server for local recovery. A demonstration based on the PSRM architecture, named ARTEMIS [9] has been shown. It implements a blackboard on which HTML documents and dynamic annotations can be placed. Hosts on two LANs (each is a multicast domain) can take part in a session. To demonstrate the transcoding feature, a HP Jornada PDA is dialed into the network and forms another domain that contains only one host and one rendezvous/data server.
The transcoding policy has been configured as following: a) text has higher priority than images; b) HTML is translated to plain text before sending to PDA domain; c) images are compressed and convert to jpeg format before sending to PDA domain. 
Related Work
The notion of proxy is not new. The first proxy mechanism is proposed with HTTP. Proxies have been used in many applications, such as security firewall, data caching and pre-fetching, etc. Proxies are also implemented as filtering agents to improve the performance of current Web services [10] . However, beyond just filters, proxies can be designed to support much complicated work such as transcoding. IBM Co. has built a proxy-based information service, IBM transcoding service [11] [13], to provide proper information according to clients' capability. Similar services are also built by Intel [16] and Spyglass [17] . A. Fox [14] builds a proxy that "distillates" the images in real-time. In multicast, [5] is a proxy dealing with video/audio and [6] is a proxy that transfers data from multicast group to mobile devices.
RMTP [2] is a tree-based reliable multicast protocol that organizes members into a hierarchical tree structure. Each branch in the tree has a designated receiver (DR) to receive ACKs from its children and aggregate them upwards to the sender. Like RMTP, PSRM also clusters clients into multicast groups. However, besides just transferring ACKs, PSRM performs content adaptation and forwards the transcoded data to other data servers along the spanning tree.
Summary
In this paper, we present an alternative architecture for data distribution on Internet, called Pragmatic Semantic Reliable Multicast. PSRM realizes partial reliable (or semantic reliable), loose synchronized, multicast data delivery. PSRM is not based on global IP multicast, instead it uses a hybrid way to combine unicast delivery with multicast delivery. In PSRM, IP multicast is used only in local area, or multicast domain, to enhance the performance, and these multicast domains are organized into a spanning tree by TCP connections. As PSRM is based upon ALF protocol architecture, we can use application-defined semantics to transcode content before forwarding it to other domains. Thus, it provides a proxy-based way to cope with the heterogeneity problem. We have presented an implementation of PSRM and demonstrate it by a prototype application.
